
 

Logistics Management Features 
 Multi – Level Architecture – The logistics management can deal with many clients at a time 

with the delivery, inventory and purchase orders. 

 Tracking your shipment – The client can track the shipment which is to be delivered to them 

and stay updated about their order. 

 Automation- The SCM system helps the management to communicate and transfer data 

among each other fast and without error. 

 ORDER MANAGEMENT: It is always preferred to have a centralized order and billing 

management capabilities and the more flexible it is will guarantee that the solution is 

capable of meeting all unique requirements. 

 FORECASTING - Forecasting allows companies to procure what is required thereby removing 

the need to buy too many raw materials or even store finished goods. 

 Inventory Tracking - An inventory control feature enables easier processing while making 

sure that the customer gets the invoice on time. 

 Customizable and Streamlined Interface - allows for an effortless navigation across its chief 

functions. 

 Bill of Lading Creation - This can make it easier for creating bill of lading receipts to facilitate 

the seamless transaction of goods under the consignee of the shipper and the logistics 

company.   

 Driver’s Regular Log Record - automatically sends you the driver’s log module, it eases your 

as well as your driver’s pain. 

 Assigning Orders for Drivers To Pick Up - This feature will not only reduce your burden to 

assign tasks but will let your drivers choose orders as per their convenience. You don’t have 

to struggle to find an idle driver and assign him the task. 

 Automatic Order Dispatch Task to Nearest Drivers - automatically assign the task to the 

nearest available driver so that there’s no delay.  According to the priority or distance, the 

task can be assigned automatically. 

 Pre-Plan Routes for Drivers Through Shipper’s App - With a new feature like pre-planned 

routes assigned for the trip, you can be sure about what route your driver is going to take. 

You can plan the route without making that visible to the drivers. They will be informed 

about the route only through their dispatching dashboard on driver’s app. 

 In-app Chats in Real Time With Your Driver - You can chat with your drivers and let them 

know about new requirements. This will enhance communication within the network. 

 

 

 

 


